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Introduction to the Scripture

So, now it’s time to take a turn… every year we join with the crowds waving palms… with the volume
and busy-ness of that strange parade into Jerusalem: even if that parade was more of a protest, a cry
for help. “Save us,” the hosannas rang out.

This week that we observe every year does this: it goes from huge, Jerusalem-wide, global scale,
down to one on one moments, swinging back and forth across the spectrum of our existence.

Today we’re going to hear a part of Holy Week where the story gets very very small. So small it can fit
inside a dining room, with Jesus eating with friends. There, he meets a woman who greets him with a
gift of honor.

Through the years, people have focused and misused the argument that breaks out in this story about
the value of her gift, and maybe there was a better use for it. But, leaving all that aside for a moment,
just listen to hear what she sees that no one else can this night at the table with Jesus…

Sermon

Holy Week

Holy Week is story that incorporates all the range of human hope, disappointment, pain, loss, tragedy,
and well, we’ll get to how it actually ends later. I think we tend to think of it as its rituals, and as—in
quotes “scripture readings” and not a truly human, connected story.

We join with the crowds all the time in saying “Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the Lord!”
Because, surely that one comes to turn the tables on whatever terror we face: to make the ones we
fear afraid. But, if we are honest, we know that would never be Jesus.

I can admit, I can, deep in some part of me, yearn for that, too: someone to conquer the conquerors.
Someone that I do not ever have to bury. Ever have to mourn.

The Body

This woman comes, after the parade is over. She sees immediately what the others cannot see, even if
Jesus has been telling them all along what will happen. Even if we know what happens when you go
up against the powers of kings and emperors and authorities. She comes

 (http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Mark%2014:1-9)
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Above all, I am amazed by the work that we do to avoid the body in this week in which Jesus gave
over his body, understanding that empires can only ever respond to hope with death.

We are more than happy to crow about the incarnation and all the miracles that it brings on Christmas
Eve. We’ve even gotten pretty good at recognizing that Jesus was born as a baby to an actual mother,
not cleaned up and dropped off by a stork.

But we are all too quick to clean up this last week of his life. We rush the body away from the scene of
the crime. We do this, ancient and modern folks both. I think this is both for public, and private
reasons.

In public, well: Do you ever feel like all you see is pictures of ambulances and crime scene tape? I
don’t mean to be morbid here, but I realize we have become accustomed to never ending stream of
sanitized scenes of violence. The past few weeks have been filled: In Austin, in Florida, in Maryland,

The news keeps us terrified, but never really horrified.

In Maryland, Jaelynn WIlley died after a boy
In Austin, Anthony House and Draylen Mason. The African American community struggled to get word
out that these bombings followed a pattern of prominent black families in the city.
In Sacramento, Stephon Clark was shot by police 20 times this week in his grandmother’s backyard.
He was holding his cellphone in his hand.

It’s why I have been listening so intently to the voices of those who have been witness to their friends
and loved ones. No matter where we are in the debates of racial, sexual, or gender violence, gun
policy, and more… I hope we are a society that listens to those who have impacted, who have seen
the bodies of their loved ones and friends.

I am beginning to wonder if we ought to see the body…If that will shake us from the violence into
action. Ask Mamie Till-Mobley, she knew. 63 years ago, she showed us what injustice and the
systems of racism could do, and she, along with others, transformed the debate.

The people, seeing that horror, seeing the body? There might be a riot. The chief priests and the
scribes knew it, and they said it. No, Jesus would have to die off stage somewhere. There could be
crime scene tape… but that was it. Keep it clean.

Touching and Telling, Bearing and Burying

In private, This woman came to see Jesus, to see his body while he was in it. She came, instead, to
pour out a costly anointing for a body that wasn’t a body yet. To touch Jesus as the pain of all that
was about to come was still on the way. This woman came and boldly saw Jesus and honored him
with touch, care, and all the grief of one who would prepare his body for burial.

We can sometimes be tempted to think that this is a small thing. The disciples, certainly, want to
dismiss it… they’re thinking global now, the ministry is going so well, did you see how many people
turned out? We really need to work on getting Jesus in front of a bigger audience, really craft a
message, you know? 

Touch is never small it turns out. Especially in the midst of pain.
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A recent study actually confirmed that holding someone’s hand when they are in pain causes our brain
activity to begin to synchronize in certain ways. At one level, we literally feel each other’s pain. At
another, we offer each other healing. 

You see this sitting with families as they gather with loved ones as they die, and when they die, often
in hospice or in hospital rooms.

We love each other and these bodies we have: we wipe a brow, moisten lips, hold hands, press our
cheeks to foreheads, we watch the rise and fall of their chest, like it is the motion of the waves
themselves… lots our traditions still anoint the one who is dying. Maybe for them, but maybe for us, to
touch them, feel them, offer and show the honor we know in them.

If you ever find yourself in these close and quiet rooms friends, I’m sorry for the pain of it, but I honor
the human-ness of it, and the courage it takes to hold each other close in the midst of it. One of the
things I have found is always worthy is to stop the hospital staff at the door, and leave us with the
body for a while. Let us spend some time grieving, and holding hands that once held us.

I wonder if the disciples, after it was all over, even the Easter triumph that is to come for us, wished
that they had spent more time with Jesus in just this way: tender and touching, grieving and bearing it.
I wonder if that’s why they began so much of their theology with “the body of Christ”, because they
rejoiced in when they could lay their hands on their friend and teacher, and they longed so much for
the ministry they did after to let them touch him again.

If we are changed by touch, changed by the honoring and holding of our bodies in the midst of pain
and death… so is Jesus. If we mean what we hope has happened in God’s incarnation in Jesus, God
comes to stand in the midst of pain and death—in all of its public horror and private tenderness—to
know it, lay hands on it: to change and be changed by that experience… so that even when all falls
silent as a tomb… the story is not over yet. Oh no, friends, our story is not over inside a tomb.

There will be another parade, another celebration, another loud shout of joy. And it will crack the earth
itself open, and no one will take our joy from us then…

But that, is a story for another day.

1. For more on how the disciples (and we) often get this wrong, read The Poor We Will Always Have With
Us?  ↩

2. He’s not just saying he feels her pain—he really is | Ars Technica
 ↩
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